
THE TRANSFORMATION OF SERIES AND SEQUENCES

BY

W. T. SCOTT AND H. S. WALL

In this paper we present some results on certain aspects of the theory of

summation of series and sequences. The paper is divided into three parts:

I. Linear manifolds of Hausdorff means.

II. Gronwall summability.

III. A method of summation arising from an algorithm of Schur.

The principal results of each part are summarized in the introductory

paragraph of that part.

I. Linear manifolds of Hausdorff means

1. Introduction to Part I. The nth Hausdorff mean [7 ](') of a series ~£p=0up

is defined by

n

(1.1) Un = X)C„,pA"-"cp-(mo + «i+ • • • +«,), » = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,
î>=0

where Cn,p = n\/p\(n—p)\, &ic¡=c¡— Ci,iC,+i+Ci,tCj+s— ■ • • , and {cp} is a

moment sequence, i.e.,

(1.2) cp=  f   «'</*(«), p = 0, 1, 2, • • • , *(«) G BV[0, 1](2).
<J 0

The method of summation which assigns to the series ^,up the sum s when

U„—>s will be denoted by [II, 4>(u)] or by [II, cp], and called a Hausdorff

mean. [II, </>(«)] is regular^) if and only if 4>(u) is continuous at m=0 and

0(1) —0(0) = 1. We shall say that [//, </>(«)] is essentially regular if 4>(u) is con-

tinuous at u = 0. In this case, if 0(1) — </>(0) =c0^0, the mean [H, <p(u)/c0] is

regular.

It will be observed that if in (1.2) the integrand uv is replaced by some

other suitably chosen function, e.g., up+1, then no restriction need be placed

upon <j>(u)ÇzBV[0, l] in order that the resulting mean be essentially regular.

Presented to the Society in three parts: Linear manifolds of Hausdorff means, November 22,

1940; Gronwall summability, April 12, 1941 ; The transformation of series and sequences, April 12,

1941; received by the editors January 23, 1941, and, in revised form, February 28, 1941. We

are grateful to Professor Einar Hille for directing our attention to the possibility of connecting

our investigations with the ideas of Gronwall.

(') Numbers in square brackets refer to bibliography at end of paper.

(2) BV[a, b] is the class of all functions, real and complex, of a real variable u, which are

of bounded variation on ag»S¿.

(3) That is, it assigns to any convergent series^«« the valuey,w„.
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In the light of this observation, we consider the problem of determining con-

ditions upon a sequence of functions \ßP{u)\ in order that(4)

(1.3) cp =        ßp{u)d4>{u), p = 0, 1,2, •• • ,
J o

be a moment sequence for every </>(«) in B V[0, 1 ] ; and of determining further

conditions under which [H, cp] is essentially regular. The results are contained

in Theorems 2.1-2.4. We call the set of all means obtained with a given se-

quence {ßP{u)\ a {linear) manifold, denote it by M[ßp(u)], and call {ßP(u)\

the basis of the manifold.

Perhaps the chief interest in this theory lies in the fact that we are able

to obtain infinite classes of means all including a given mean or all equivalent

to a given mean. For instance, if in (1.3) ßP(u) = 1/(1 -{-pu) and 4>(u) is mono-

tone non-decreasing, </>(l) — 0(0) = 1, then [H, cp] is a regular mean included

in (C, 1); is equivalent to (C, 1) if and only if /0¿<£(w)/w converges; and is

equivalent to (C, 0) (convergence) if and only if 4>(u) is discontinuous at u = 1.

2. Conditions for a basis. One readily sees that necessary conditions upon

a sequence of functions {ßp(u)\ in order that it be a basis for a manifold

M[/?„(«)] are:

(a) ßP(u) is continuous for 0 ^ u ^ 1 ;

(b) {ßp(u)} is a moment sequence for each fixed u, O^m^I.

The first of these conditions is necessary in order that the Stieltjes integral

fvßp(u)d<t>(u) exist for all <j>(u) in 5F[0, l]. The second is necessary in order

that the sequence of these integrals be a moment sequence when 4>(u) is a

step function with a single point of increase. From (b) it follows that there

must exist a function (6) B(u, t) of bounded variation in t for each u, O^u^l,

such that

(2.1) ßn(u) =   f   t"dtB(u, t), « = 0, 1, 2, ••• .

If (a), (b) hold, then a sufficient condition for {ßP(u)} to be a basis is that

n

(2.2) X) Cn,p | A"-"ßp(u) \ < M, M independent of », u.

In fact, if

(2.3) an=   f   ßn(u)da(u), a(u) G BV[0, l],
J o

then, when (2.2) holds,

(4) Throughout this paper the integrals are in the Riemann-Stieltjes sense.

(6) This function is uniquely determined to an additive constant for all t where it is con-

tinuous [7].
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Z Cn,P | A»-»>op | < MV,
p—0

where V is the total variation of a(u) on the interval O^w^l, and conse-

quently \ap\ is a moment sequence by virtue of a theorem of Hausdorff [7].

Condition (2.2) is met, in particular, if \ßp(u)\ is a totally monotone se-

quence^) for each u, O^m^I. In this case we shall call {ßp(u)\ a totally

monotone basis.

Theorem 2.1. If B(u, t) is real and of bounded variation in t, O^t^ 1, uni-

formly for all u in the interval 0 ^ u ^ 1, and if the functions ßn (u) given by (2.1)

are continuous functions of u, 0 á u á 1, then {ßp(u)} is a basis for a manifold

M[ßp(u)}.

Remark. A sufficient condition [3] for the continuity of the functions

ßp(u) is that B(u, t) be of bounded variation in t uniformly for all u, and be

continuous in u for an everywhere dense set of values of / including / = 0, 1.

This everywhere dense set may depend upon u.

To prove the theorem, put P(u, t)=%{Ja\dtB{u, t)\-\-JadtB(u, t)),

N{u, t)=\(f0\dtB(u, t)\ —f0dtB(u, t)). It is no restriction to assume that

B(u, 0)=0. Then B(u, t)=P(u, t)-N(u, t), and P(u, t), N(u, t) are mono-

tone non-decreasing functions of / for each fixed u. We then have

n n /• 1

5» = Z Cn.P | A-»j8„(«) | = Z C".p I A""P I    t>d,B(u, t)
p=0 p=0 I J 0

n

^   Z C„.p | A"-"7TP(«)   -  A"""«-„(«) I ,
p=0

where irp{u)=Jltpd,P{u, t), vp(u)=JltpdtN{u, t). Hence,

n n

5, ^ EC„,pA"-"7rp(«) + Z C„,pA"-^p(M)
p=0 p=0

or

S„ =2 7ro(«) + *„(«) = r(«),

where T{u) is the total variation of B(u, t) in the interval OíSííSI. Since, by

hypothesis, T(u)<M, where M is independent of u, we see that (2.2) holds,

and the theorem is thereby established.

Definition. A manifold is called regular if it contains at least one regular

mean, and if every mean contained in it is essentially regular.

Theorem 2.2. A totally monotone basis \ßP(u)} is the basis of a regular

manifold if and only if ß0(u) ¿¿0, and

(6) A real sequence {c„\ is totally monotone if all differences Amc„2;0.
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(2.4) lim A»/3o(«) = 0, 0¿«g 1(7).
n= »

Proof. The condition /30(w)^0 is obviously necessary. Let [H, ap] be

any mean in M[ßp(u)]. Then [H, ap] is essentially regular if and only if [7]

limn=co A"a0 = 0. It readily follows that the condition (2.4) is necessary in order

that M[ßP(u)] be regular. The conditions are also sufficient. For, since \ßp(u)}

is totally monotone, the sequence {Apßo(u)} is monotone non-increasing, and

therefore limn=00 A"öo = lim„=0O f0Anß0(u)da(u)=0, so that [H, ap] is essen-

tially regular when (2.4) holds. Since ßo(u)?e0 the manifold must contain at

least one regular mean.

Theorem 2.3. Let {ßP{u) },ß0(u)^0, be a basis given by (2.1), where B(u, t)

is of bounded variation in t, 0is/5=l, for each u, O^w^l. Let \B(u, t)\ <K,

O^t^i, O^m^I, where K is a finite constant independent of u and t ; and let

\imt=o+ B(u, t) =B(u, 0)=0 uniformly for O^u^l. Then M[ßp(u)] is a regular

manifold.

Proof. Let a„ be given by (2.3). Then we shall prove that lim„=00 Ana0 = 0.

We have

Ana0 =   I    Anß0(u)da(u) =   I       I     (1 - t)"dtB(u, t)da{u).
J 0 J 0    J 0

Denote the inner integral by I. Then I = I\-\-Iv. where Ii=f0(l—t)ndtB(u, t),

h=Jt{\—t)ndtB(u, t). After an integration by parts in h we get

7i = (1 - s)"B(u, s) -  f   B(u, t)dt[(l - 0"].

Consequently,

|d,(l - 0"|
o

g (1 - s)nt + [1 - (1 - í)»]í = í, e > 0,

for all u, O^M^l, provided only that s<su where s0 is sufficiently small.

Having chosen s<So, we integrate by parts in Iz and get

h = - (1 - *)"£(«, f) -  f   £(«, fl¿((l - *)",» ■

| /21 ^ (1 - i)n | B{u, s) | + l.u.b.   | B(u, t) |   f    | ¿,(1 - /)" |

g (i - j)»« + x(i - <:)" = (i - s)»(ä: + í).

Hence, if n0 is sufficiently large, | 7j| <e if w>w0.

(7) This theorem holds for any basis such that { Amß0(u)} is uniformly bounded onOSaSl.
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We then have

| Ana0 | á   f   ( | h | + | h | ) | da(u) \ ^ 2eT, n > n0,
J o

where T is the total variation of a(u) in O^m^I. Thus limn=0O A"a0 = 0, as

was to be proved. Hence, every mean in M\ßP{u)\ is essentially regular; and

since ßo(u)^0 it must contain at least one regular mean.

We how have the following comparison theorem.

Theorem 2.4. Let {ßP(u)} be a sequence of continuous real functions on the

interval 0 ^ u ^ 1, ßo(u) ^ 0. Then {ßP(u)} is a basis if there exists a totally mon-

otone basis {wp(u)} such that Amßn(u) ^Amirn(u), O^m^I, m, n = 0, 1, 2, • ■ ■ .

Moreover, if M[irp(u)] is regular, and lim„=0O Anß0(u) =0, OíSwíSI, then

M[ßp(u)] is regular.

Proof. Put ap(u)=irp(u)-ßp(u). Then Anap{u) =A"wp(u)— Anßp(u) ^0, so

that {o!p(!¿)j is a totally monotone basis. Thus, ßp(u)=wp(u)—ap(u) where

J7Tp(«)} and {«^(w)} are totally monotone bases. It readily follows that

{ßP(u)} is a basis. If M[irp(u)] is regular, so that limn=00 Anir0(u) =0, and

if lim„_M Anß0(u) = 0, then it follows that lim„=00 A"ao(u) = 0. Hence if

an=f0ßn(u)d4>(u), </>(m)G5F[0, l], we must have lim,,;,«, Ana0 = 0, so that

every mean in M[ßP(u)] is essentially regular. The condition ß0(u)^0 insures

that M[ßp(u)] contains at least one regular mean. This completes the proof

of the theorem.

Definition. A manifold M[ßp(u)] is said to include a given regular mean

[II, bp] if any series which [H, bp] sums is also summed by every regular mean

in M[ßp(u)].

Theorem 2.5. Let M[ßp(u)] be regular, and [H, bp] a regular mean for

which bP7¿0, p = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Then M[ßp(u)] includes [H, bp] if and only if

{ßp(u)/bp} is the basis for a regular manifold.

This follows at once from the theorem of Hausdorff [7] that a regular

mean [H, ap] includes a regular mean [H, bp] for which bp5¿0, p = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

if and only if jap/bp] is a moment sequence and [H, ap/bp] a regular mean.

Illustrative examples. Let ßn\u) = (u + l)/[u + (n + l)k], n = 0, 1,

2, • • • , where k is a positive integer. The sequence is totally monotone when

k = l, and ß^\u)=JltndtBi{u, i), Bx(u, t)=t"+1. By Theorem 2.2, this is the

basis of a regular manifold Mi.

When k=2, we find B2{u, t)=t[cos (um log /)-w"1/2 sin (u1'2 log /)], so

that the sequence is not totally monotone. Since dtB2(u, t) = — u~1/2(\-\-u)

•sin (w1'2 log t) dt, it follows that f^[dtB2(u, t)\ ^2, O^u^l, Og/gl. Also,

\B2(u, t)\ ^¿(1-log t), 0gt£L It therefore follows from Theorems 2.1, 2.3

that M[ßp\u)] is a regular manifold.
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(2.5)

On writing ßp\u) as a sum of partial fractions it is now easy to see that

{ßpk)(u)} is a basis for a regular manifold Mk, k = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

To illustrate Theorem 2.5, we shall show that Mi includes (C, 1) but does

not include (C, k) if k>l. The sequence {ß^M/bn}, ¿»„ = 1/(1+«), must

be proved to be a basis for a regular manifold. We find that

ß»\u)/bn = (« + 1)(» + l)/(« + n + 1) =   f   /"¿iö(«, *),
•J 0

where Q(u, i)= -utu+1, 0£*<1, and Q(m, 1) = 1. By Theorem 2.3, this is the

basis of a regular manifold, so that Mi includes (C, 1). On the other hand, if

bn = (1 -\-n)~k, k>\, then ßnl)(u)/b„ tends to °° with n, so that Mi cannot in-

clude {C,k),k>\.

We shall give an elementary proof that Mk includes (C, h) but not

(C, k + 6), 0>O. An arbitrary mean in Mk has the form [H, bn] where

b tu r   co       (« + D*-1/   ci_g2 yi

"      L(» + Dfc (n+l)k     \(» + 1)*       (n+iyk       '       /J'

cn=  f   u»d<t>(u), 0(m) G 57[0, 1].
J o

We observe that the mean [H, b*] obtained by replacing c„ by cn+i,

n = 0, 1, 2, • • • , is also in Mk. This amounts to using ud<p(u) instead of

d4>(u). Of course [H, bn] is regular if and only if b0 = l, i.e., c0 = l.

To prove that [H, 6„]D(C, k) we must show that the sequence {{n-\-\)hbn\

is a regular sequence(8) when c<¡ = 1. We have

r     ci (»+1)*-1/     c2 c3 \-|
(«+l)*in = Co+Cl-   -+^-(-+ • ■ •   )   .

L(»+l)*        (»+1)*    \(n+l)k     (n+iy /J

On comparing this with (2.5) we see that (n + l)kbn = r- l+s-b*, r-\-s = 1, is a

linear combination of regular sequences, where the constants of combination

add up to unity, and is therefore a regular sequence. Hence we have proved

that [H, bn}Z)(C, h). Since, in general, (w + l)*+9&„^<x> as «—►<» if 0>O, it

follows that [H, bn] does not include (C, k-\-6).

3.ThemanifoldM[(H-^M)-1].ThesequenceMP = (l+ÍM)~1,í = 0,l,2, • ■ -,

is a totally monotone basis inasmuch as pP(u) is continuous and Am^in^0,

m, w = 0, 1, 2, • • • , O^Mííl. Since lim„=00 An^0 = 0, O^w^l, the manifold

M[ixp{u)\ is regular, by Theorem 2.2. This can be established also by Theo-

rem 2.3. For, if M(u, t) is the function defined as follows:

(3.1) M(u,t) =

¡t1'",      0<»á 1,       Oá/á 1,

0, u = 0,        0 ^ < < 1,

1, u = 0, / = 1,

(8) A regular sequence is one which determines a regubr mean.
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then iip(u)=ft¡tpdtM(u, t), p = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ . It is readily seen that (3.1) satis-

fies the conditions imposed upon B(u, t) in Theorem 2.3.

We shall begin by determining a large class of means which are in this

manifold. Let

(3.2) r1 '
Jo   1

da(u)

+ nu
» = 0, 1, 2, ,a(u)EBV[0, 1],

so that [H, an] is a mean in M[pp(u)]. Since {o„} is a moment sequence, there

must exist a function 6(t) in 2?T/[0, l] such that

(3.3) an =  f    tn
J o

dd(t), n = 0, 1, 2,

One may determine 9(t) in the following way. Put p(x) =ao — aix+a^x2 — ■ ■ ■ .

Then, on putting in the values of the an's from (3.2) and using a well known

integral representation for hypergeometric functions, we get

r>  dd(t)         /•'   r^dtM(u,t) fi
/>(*) =       —- =  I      I    ——:-da(u) =

J 0    1 + Xt J o    J 0       1 + xt J o

difjAiu, i)da(u)

1 + x/

where M(w, /) is given by (3.1), and where the last step may be verified di-

rectly from the definition of a Stieltjes integral. Consequently,

(3.4) e(t)
J a

M(u, t)da(u), 0 g t S 1

We shall now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let 9(t)=pit+p2t2+p3t3+ • • ■ be any power series with con-

stant term 0 and which is absolutely convergent when t = \. Then 6(t)Ç.B V[0, 1 ],

and [II, 6(t)] is a mean in M[(\-\-pu)~l\.

Proof. Let

a{u) = <

pi +  Pi + Pi +  pi +   •

p2 + Pz +  Pi +   •

pz + Pi +  ■

1   ̂    M,

1/2 ^ u < 1,

1/3 ^ u < 1/2,

ï

M  = 0.

Then a(u)Ç.BV[0, l]; and if this function is used in (3.2) there is determined

a mean [II, a„] in ikf [íip(m)]. We see by (3.3), (3.4) that [H, an] = [II, 0(0]

where 6(t) =pit+pit2-\- • ■ ■ . This proves the theorem.

The function 1 — (1 — t)a, 9c(a)>0, which is the mass function for Cesàro

summability (C, a), has a power series of the kind specified in Theorem 3.1,

and hence (C, a) is in the manifold M[pp(u)].
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Throughout the remainder of this section we shall consider only the sub-

set of means of M[nP(u)] of the form [H, g(p)] where

/' >   d<j>(u)-; <j>(u) monotone, <f>(l) — 4>(0) = 1.
o   1 + xu

We recall that g(x) has a continued fraction representation of the form [11 ]

,„  ^ ,  . 1 gix        (1 - ëOgiX       (1 - g2)g3X
(3.6) p(x) = —     -     -     -

1  +   1   + 1 + 1 + • • • ,

where 0 ^gn i= 1, n = 1, 2, 3, • • • , it being agreed that if some g„ is 0 or 1 the

continued fraction terminates with the first identically vanishing partial quo-

tient. Conversely, any such continued fraction represents a function of the

form (3.5). The function g(x) is holomorphic in the plane of x cut along the

real axis from x= — 1 t0 3t=-».

Theorem 3.2. (C, 0)C[H, g(p)]C(C, 1).

Proof. Since [H, g(p)] is regular, it includes (C, 0) (convergence). To prove

the second relation, put g*(x) = l/l + (l—gî)x/\-\-gi(l—gi)x/l-\- • • ■ , the

continued fraction being obtained from (3.6) by replacing g„ by 1— g„,

n = \, 2, 3, • • • . Then, we have the continued fraction identity [11, p. 166]

(3.7) g{x)g*(x) = 1/(1 + x),    all x not real and ^ — 1.

Since [H, g*(p)] is a regular mean, it follows that [l/(l+£)] : g(p), p = 0, 1.

2, • ■ -, is a regular sequence, so that, since (C, 1)= [H, \/{\-\-p)], the in-

clusion relation follows by Hausdorff's fundamental theorem.

It is perhaps of interest to determine conditions under which [H, g(p)]

~(C, 0), [H, g(p)]~{C, 1). We have this theorem.

Theorem 3.3. If g(x) is the function (3.5), then [H, g(p)]ai(C, 0) if and

only if 4>(u) is discontinuous at u = 0; and [H, g(/>)]«(C, 1) if and only if

Jld4>{u)/u is finite.

Proof. From the equation

r1  d<t>{u)       (        1\ r1    d<t>(u)
(n+l)| =(l+—)        -I1_L_, n>0,

J o   1 + nu      \ n/J0   (1/n) + u

it follows that {(w-t-l)g(w)} is a bounded sequence if and only if f^d<¡>(u)/u

converges. Moreover, when {(n + l)g(n)} is bounded, it is a regular moment se-

quence. For, in terms of the bounded monotone function \p(u) =/ö(l —t)d<¡){t)/t,

we have

(n + \)g{n) =   I    •-—■-,
Jo      u J o   1 + nu
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and thus have expressed our sequence as a linear combination of two regular

sequences, where the constants of combination add up to unity. Hence we

have shown that g(p). (l+£)~\ p = 0, 1, 2, •• -, is a regular sequence, i.e.,

[H, g(£)]D(C 1), if and only if fld<f>(u)/u< °o. Since we previously had
[H, g(p)](Z(C, 1), the second part of the theorem is proved

To prove the first part, we use (3.7) and write l/g(p) = (p + l)g*(p). Hence,

from the foregoing proof, { i/g(p)} is a regular sequence if (and only if) it is

bounded, i.e., if and only if

/'l   d0(w)-> 0.
o   1 + nu+ nu

But this well known limit is equal to 0(0 + ) —0(0), the discontinuity of 4>{u)

at m = 0. This completes the proof of the theorem.

From the above proof we see that an alternative form of Theorem 3.3 is

as follows.

Theorem 3.4. If g(x) is the function (3.5), then [H, g(p)]~(C, 0) if and

only if the sequence { \/g{p)} is bounded; and [H, g(p) ] » (C, 1) if and only if

the sequence {(p + l)g(p)} is bounded.

The conditions may be formulated in terms of the continued fraction (3.6)

for g(x) as follows.

Theorem 3.5. If g(x) is the function (3.5) with continued fraction represen-

tation (3.6), then [II, g(p)]~(C, 0) if and only if the series obtained from

(3.8) 1 + t Slg2'    'gp

S (i - gOU - g*) ■ ■ ■ (i - gp)

by replacing g2k by 1 — g2k, k = 1, 2, 3, • ■ • , converges; and [H, g(p)] « (C, 1) if

and only if the series obtained from (3.8) by replacing g2*-i by 1— gu-i,

k = 1, 2, 3, • • • , converges.

Proof. Let G{x), II(x) be the functions obtained from (3.6) by substituting

1—g2it for gik and \—gïk-i for gik-i, respectively, k = l, 2, 3, • • • . Then

[12] G(-x[l +X]-1) = l/g(x), Hi-x^+x]-1) = (l+*)g(*). As *-►+ °o, we see

that — x/(l+#)—> —1+. The conditions stated are necessary and sufficient

[11, p. 181] for G(x) and H(x), respectively, to remain finite as x—>— 1

through real values greater than — 1. Hence the theorem follows by Theo-

rem 3.4.

Examples. If gP = l/2, p = \, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , in (3.6), then g(p) = (l+p)-112,

and therefore [H, g(p)] = [H, 1/2]«(C, 1/2). If ^,-1/2, gu = 2/3 then
[H, g(p)]~(C, 0); while if g2*-i = 2/3, g2* = l/2 then

[H,g{p)]~(C, 1).

If the coefficients pi, pi, p3, ■ ■ •   in the power series of Theorem 3.1 are
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real and greater than or equal to 0, and Z/>>> = 1> then [H, 0(t)] is a mean

of the kind being considered. In particular, if 6(t) =1 — (1 —t)a, 0^«^ 1, the

coefficients are greater than or equal to 0 and their sum is unity, and conse-

quently the Cesàro means (C, a), O^a^ 1, are all of the form [H, g(p)) where

g(x) is of the form (3.5).

4. Inclusion problems in the difference matrix for {g(p)}. If {cn} is a mo-

ment sequence, then the row, column, and diagonal sequences in the differ-

ence matrix [5]

Co, C\, Ci,       • • •

Aco,     Aci,     Ac2,   • • •
(Amc„) =

A2c0,    A2d,    A2c2, • • •

are all moment sequences, and accordingly define Hausdorff means. The fol-

lowing theorem concerns the rows in this matrix when the base sequence {cp )

is of the form {g{p)\. Its proof affords an application of some of the ideas

of §2.

Theorem 4.1. Let g(x) be a function of the form

/'l   d<f>(u)
-—, 4,(u)GBV[0, 1].

o   1 + xu

Put bn=Amg(n)/Amg(0), supposing Akg(0)^0, fc = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Then [II, bn]

is a regular mean, and

(4.2) [H, bn] D (C, m), m = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

Proof. Since limn=00 Ang(0) =0 it follows that lim„_M Anè0 = 0. Thus [H, bn]

is regular. We use Theorems 2.5, 2.3 to prove (4.2). To do this, we note that

{ßP(u)}, where

ßp(u) = A"»(l + pu)-1 = m\um/{\ + pu){\ + [p + l]u) ■ ■ ■ (1 + [p + m]u),

is a totally monotone basis for a regular manifold, M[ßp(u)], and that the

mean [H, bn] is in M[ßP(u)]. To prove (4.2) it is sufficient, by Theorem 2.5,

to prove that the sequence {ßip{u)/cp), where cp=Gp+m.m, p = 0, 1, 2, •• -, is

the moment sequence defining (C, m), is the basis for a regular manifold; and

this will in turn be true if

(4.3) 7n(«) = Cn+mßn(u) =   f   tHtB{u, t),        n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,
J o

where B(u, t) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.3.

Since 7„(0) =0, we must have 5(0, ¿) = 0, O^i^l.

If 0<w^l, we find that
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An Ai
(4.4)        7-(«)=--+.+  ••• +

1 + nu      1 + (» + 1)« 1 + (» + m)u

where umAk is a polynomial in u of degree m with coefficients independent of n.

Hence it follows that if u >0, yn{u) is a linear combination of totally monotone

sequences with coefficients of combination independent of n. Therefore

{yv{u) ) is a moment sequence. Hence there exists a function B(u, t) in

BV[0, 1] suchthat (4.3) holds, O^m^I.
We show next that

(4.5) lim B(u, t) = 0, uniformly for 0 ^ u g 1.
r=o+

If m>0, it follows from (4.4) that B{u, t) can be expressed as the sum of m+l

functions of the form [h(u)tptlfu]/um, p an integer, O^p^m, where h{u) is a

polynomial in u. Hence it is easy to see that |-B(«, ¿)| <kt, where k is a con-

stant independent of u, t, provided that 0<¿^r<l, r a fixed number less

than 1, 0<«gl. It follows that (4.5) holds.
It remains to be shown that

(4.6) | B(u, f) | á K,   0 á « á 1, 0 á t& 1, K <• oo and independent of u, I.

The proof is by induction starting with m = 0, for which the requirement is

clearly met. If u>0, {yn(u)f(m, u)\ is a regular sequence \if(m, u) is chosen

so that yof(rn, w) = 1. We shall use the superscript m to indicate dependence

upon m.

To prove (4.6) by induction, we assume that

| B<m)(u, t) | ^ #(m), Og«ál, 0 á * ¿ 1, «èO,

and shall prove it for m-\-\. We have

(m+1V w     Li     ^ (w + w+ 1)« (»,
7»       («)/(w + 1, «) = —-—-—;-——- e(m, u)-yn   {u)f(m, u),

1 + (n + m + \)u

where e{m, u)= \\-\-(m-\-\)u\/(m-\-\)u. Then, we may write

(n + m + l)w

! + (» + «+!)
- e{m,u) =  I    tndtE(u,t),
u J o

w = 0, 1, 2,

7»" (u)f(m, u) =  I    td£{u, t), n = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • ,
«/ o

which are both regular sequences if w>0.

We now use a composition theorem [4, p. 201] for these integrals and get

ynm+1\u)f(m + 1, «) =   I    tndtE(u,t)-   I    tnd<F(u,t)=   I    tdtG(u,t),
Ja J o «J 0
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where

G(u, t) = E(u, t) + J    F(u, t/v)dvE(u, v),

or

f(m + 1, u)B(m+»(u, t) = E(u, t) +  I    f(m, u)B^(u, t/v)dvE(u, v).

Thus

B^+l\u, t) = h(u, t) +  f   £<"<>(*, t/v)dvE*(u, v)

where E*(w, a) = [z>m+1+<l/l,)]/[(m + l)zi + l], and h(u, t) is a bounded function

\h(u, t)\ SH, Oá«ál, Oglgl. We therefore have

| 5<"«+l>(w, f) | á # + ^(m) f   ¿t£*(«, ») ^ írCm+l),        » > 0, 0 á í á 1,
''O

where K(m+l) isa finite constant. Since the function is identically 0 forw = 0,

the result holds also for w = 0. This completes the induction and the proof of

Theorem 4.1.

II. Gronwall summability

5. Introduction to Part IL T. H. Gronwall [ó] introduced a very general

method of summation, based upon two analytic functions, a mapping function

z=f(w), and a weight function g(w)=^2P=0bpwp, bp5¿0. The wth (J, g)-sum of

the series 22«p is U„, where U„ is determined from the power series identity

in w

CO CO

(5.1) Z Un [f(w) ] »  =    [g(w) ]-l ¿ b„ UnW.
n«=0 n=0

The function z=f(w) is regular for |w| ^1 except possibly at w = l, and

maps I w\ <1 one-to-one upon a region D interior to \z\ <1. Under this map-

ping, w = 0 corresponds to z = 0 and w = l to z = l. The inverse function f~l(s)

is regular on the boundary of D except possibly at z= 1, and at this point

(5.2) 1 - w = (1 - z)x[a + ai(l - z) + ■ ■ ■ ], X^ 1, a >0.

The function g(w) has the form

g(w) = (1 — w)~a + y(w),        a > 0,

where y(w) is regular for \w\ ^ 1 ; and giw) ?¿0 for \w\ < 1.

The series ^«„ is said to be (f, g)-summable to s if lim„=00 Un = s.

Special (/, g)-methods are (C, k) for A real and greater than —1; (E, ß)

(Euler-Knopp)  for 0</3i=l; de la Vallée  Poussin summability  (V); and
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a generalized (F)-summability, (Vk), introduced by Gronwall. Recently

C. Birindelli [l ] has shown that a method of summation of Obrechkoff is

the (/, g)-method for which /= 1 — (1 —w)112, g = (l—w)~112. We show in §7

that a method of summation introduced by W. A. Mersman [8] is a special

(/, g)-method.

Some of the important properties of (/, g)-summability are the following:

(a) If (J, g), (fi, gi) are two Gronwall means with map regions D, Di and

with exponents X, Xi (cf. (5.2)), then (/, g)Z)(/i, gi) if X>Xi, and D is interior

toX>i.
(b) If X>1, then (f, g)D(C, k), k>-l.
(c) The exact domain in which (/, g) sums the geometrical series ¿2x" to

the sum 1/(1— x) is the interior of the region bounded by the curve

x = l/f(eie), - -K ¿ 6 ^ + x.

(d) If ^un is (/, g)-summable to s, then 0(z) =^m„z" is holomorphic in-

side the map region D, and 0(z)—>i uniformly as z—>1 over every path of z

interior to D which reaches 1 inside the sector z = l— reie, — 0o<0<+0o,

0o<7t/2X, r^O, X defined in (5.2).

The properties (a), (b), (d) were established by Gronwall. Property (c)

was established for (Vk) by Gronwall, and extended to the general case by

C. Birindelli [2].

The main problem which we consider here is as follows: to determine all

means which are common to the class of Hausdorff means and the class of Gron-

wall means. We find these to be the means [H, c„] where

(5.3) c„ = ßn/Cn+a,„, 0 < ß ^ 1, a ^ 0,

the Gronwall mean identical with this Hausdorff mean being (/, g) where

ßw
(5.4) f(w) =-———->        g(w) - (1 - »)—\

1 — (1 — ß)w

6. Hausdorff means which are also Gronwall means. If we suppose that

the Hausdorff mean [H, cn\ is the Gronwall mean (J, g), then if we put u„ =0

for n^k, uk—\, in (5.1) we find the relation

<x> n

(6.1) [/(»)]*=  k(«0]-1£«».**'», an,k = E Cn,pA"-"cp,
n=k p=k

which must hold identically in w for k = 0, 1, 2, • • • . We shall suppose that

[H, cn] is regular, so that c0=l. Then, by (6.1) with fe=l, we have

(6.2) /(«O =  k(w)]-'¿i„(l - A"co)w\
n=0

To determine bn, put f(w)=aiW+aîW2+ • • •   in (6.1).  Then we find the rela-
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tions b„cn = bna", w = 0, 1, 2, • • • . îf ai = 0, then Ci = c2= • ■ • =0 inasmuch as

b„ must be different from 0, and hence by (6.2) we would have/(w) = 0 which

is impossible since /(1) = 1. Consequently, ai^O, and therefore cn^0,

m=1, 2, 3, • • • ; and bn = bnaî/cn, w = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Now it is clear that (5.1)

is unaltered if bn is replaced by kbn, n = 0, 1,2, ■ • • , where k is any constant

not 0. It follows that there is no restriction in assuming that bn=l. Hence

we have the following necessary conditions for the (regular) Hausdorff mean

[H, c„ ] to be the same as the Gronwall mean (J, g) :

(6.3, i) c„^0, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,       c0 = 1;

oo

(6.3, ii) g(w) = Z (Ow)»/cn;

(6.3, iii) f(w) = 1 - [g(w)]-^^nCo(ew)"/cn,
n-0

where 6 is a parameter unequal to 0 so chosen that/(l) = 1.

To obtain other necessary conditions, divide both members of (5.1) by

1— f{w), put sn = u0+ui+ ■ ■ ■ +un = 0, n^k, j*=l, C/n=Zp-oc'».pA"-pCp-Sp,

6w = t,f(w) = F(t), and we obtain the equation

(00 \   — 1    00

Z cTAcot1 )    Z c^kCn+k,kAnckt".
n=0 /      n—0

This obviously holds when k = 0. If it is to hold for all k it must hold for k-\-1

when it holds for k. Hence, on multiplying both member's of (6.4) by F(t)/t

we find that a necessary and sufficient condition for (6.4) to hold for all k

is that

Cn+l(l   —  A        C0)t   •   2-, Cn+*Cn+*,*A  Ckt

(6.5) "=0
oo oo

— 1 Ji     »   ^     —1 n n _

Cn   t   • ¿j Cn+k+lC„+k+l,k+lA  Ck+lt   , k  =  0,   1,  2,   •   •  •   .
n=0 n=0

On equating the coefficients of the first power of / on either side we obtain the

relation

ck+i(k + l)(ci — ck+i) + c2 (2ci — c2) = ck+ï(k + 2)(cfc+i — ck+i) + Ci  .

This serves as a recursion relation to determine ck parametrically, whence we

find that ck must have the form ßk/Ck+a,k.

When this value of ck is substituted in (ii), (iii) of (6.3) we get:

F(t)=ßt/[ß-(l-ß)t]=f(t/0),f(w)=ßw9/[ß-(l-ß)wd]. If we take 0=ßwe
find forf(w), g(w) the values (5.4). If these functions are to satisfy the condi-

tions of Gronwall we must have, first of all, a real and a+1 >0. But since
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[H, cn] is a regular Hausdorff mean, 9î(o;)^0. Hence we must have a real

and greater than or equal to 0.

We now determine ß so that the map of |w| <1 by z=f(w) shall lie in

\z\ <1. Put w = e", ß = p+iq, and we see that \z\ ^1 if and only if

p+[q/tam (0/2)]gl;andhenceg = O,/3 = £^l. The map of \w\ =1 is a circle

in the z-plane whose intercepts on the real axis are z= —ß/(2—ß), z = í. In

order that this map should contain the origin it is necessary that ß ^ 0. Since

ß = 0 is clearly excluded, we therefore have 0</3^1.

We have shown that cn must have the form (5.3). Consequently

(6.6) c» =  I    «n¿0(«). « = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,
•'o

where

/ n       (1- (1-M0-1)",        u^ß,
<¡>(u) = <

11, u>ß.

Thus [H, cn] is a regular Hausdorff mean.

It remains to be proved that when cn is given by (6.6) then (6.4) holds

for all values of k. On making use of the integral representation (6.6) we find

that (6.4) will hold if

Ll-(l-0)wJ Jo

m*(1 - u)a~ldu

(1 - ß)w\ Jo    [1 + ßw(l - w)-1u]k+a+l

But the right member is equal to

T(k + l)r(a)   " , .
aCk+°'X^r,—rrr Ec»+*.„[- ßw/(i -*,)]*= [i + mi - w-)-1]-*-1,

T(k + a + 1) „_o

which is equal to the left member. It now follows that [H, cn] is the Gronwall

mean (/, g), where/, g are given by (5.4).

We have proved the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1. A necessary and sufficient condition in order for a regular

Hausdorff mean [H, cn] to be a Gronwall mean (f, g) is that

...  =    j      M"
J 0

Cn = ßn/Cn+a,v =   I    Wd<t>(u), n = 0, 1, 2, • • • , a ^ 0, 0 < ß g 1,
Jo

where<l)(u) = l — (i—uß~1)aifu^ß,(j)(u) = i ifu>ß. The Gronwall mean which

is the same as this has f, g given by (5.4).

We note that the domain in which this mean sums the geometrical series,

and which is given by (c) of §5, is the circular region | z+(l — ß)/ß\ <l//3.

This result furnishes additional evidence in support of the conjecture [5, p.
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205] that a necessary and sufficient condition that a Hausdorff mean sum a

power series outside its circle of convergence is that the mass function be con-

stant in the neighborhood of 1.

7. Mersman summability. In a recent paper, W. A. Mersman [8] studied

the transformation

n

(7.1) Un = (i)2"ZC2n+*,n-p-(wo + Mi+ • • ■ +up),      n = 0, 1, 2, • • • .
p—0

He proved that this defines a regular method of summation, which we shall

call (M)-summability. He found that (M)D(C, k) for k = \, 2; (M) includes

an Euler-Knopp method; and he determined the domain in which (M) sums

the geometrical series. We shall now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 7.1. (M)-summability is (/, g)-summability with

1 - (1 - w)1'2
(7.2) f(w) = —-i--'—,        g(w) = (1 - v)-K

1 + (1 — w)1'2

Proof. It is required to show that when these values of f(w), g(w), and U„

from (7.1) are substituted in (5.1), the latter becomes a power series identity.

This can be done in exactly the same way that Gronwall established the corre-

sponding theorem for de la Vallée Poussin summability (V) determined by

" (til)*
(7.3) Un = Z-w     ,     ., Up, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

p=o (n - />)!(» + p)\

with/(w), g(w) given by

1 - (1 - w)1'2
(7.4) /(«,) - —-¿--'—,        g(w) = (1 - w)-l'\

1 + (1 — w)1'2

On making the indicated substitutions, and putting «„ = 0, n^k, uk = \, we

find that the following identity must be verified

(7.5) (1 - w)-t[f(w)]k = Z(è)2"ZC2«+i.n-pW", * = 0, 1, 2, • • • .
n—k p=k

One may show directly that this holds for k = 0, 1. Then by means of the

identity

[/(W)p+i = [/(w)]*(4w-i - 2) - [f(w)]k-\ k = 1, 2, 3, • • • ,

one may prove (7.5) by mathematical induction for all values of k. On sub-

stituting (7.5) in (5.1) the proof may be completed exactly as in Gronwall's

proof.

On comparing (7.2) and (7.4) we see that the map function f(w) is the

same for (Af)-and (F)-summabilities, while g(w) is of the form (1— w)~a for
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both methods, with a having a larger value in the case of (M)-summability.

It therefore follows from a theorem of Birindelli [2] that (V)C(M), (M)<£( V)

This will also follow from results to be given in Part III.

III.   A METHOD OF SUMMATION ARISING FROM AN ALGORITHM OF SCHUR

8. Introduction to Part III. The starting point of Part III is the following

theorem of Wall [13].

Theorem 8.1. Let e(x) be any function analytic and with modulus less than

or equal to 1 for \x\ < 1, which is real when x is real. Then there exists a function

F(z) of the form

rl d<t>(u)
(8.1) F(z)=        ~^-,

J o   l + zu

4>(u) bounded, monotone non-decreasing, 0i£ wi= 1, with modulus less than or equal

to 1 for \z\ < 1, such that

(8.2) |(1 - x)-——=F(z),      z = 4x/(l - x)2,      |*|<1.
1 + xe(x)

Conversely, if F(z) is any function of the form (8.1) with modulus less than or

equal to 1 for \z\ <1, then there exists a function e(x) of the kind described above

such that (8.2) holds.

The theorem grows out of an algorithm used by Schur [lO] in his work on

functions bounded in the unit circle. This algorithm yields a continued frac-

tion representation for the function in the left member of (8.2), and the con-

tinued fraction is in turn equal to a function of the form (8.1) with modulus

less than or equal to 1 for \z\ < 1. (For details, and a discussion of some con-

sequences of this theorem, see the paper of Wall [13].)

We shall denote by E the class of functions e(x) described in this theorem.

Put [í-e(x)]/[í+xe(x)]=^n(-x)n, F(z)=¿e„(-z)» in (8.2). Consid-

ering the result as a power series identity in x, and equating coefficients of

like powers of x on either side, we obtain a transformation of the form

n

(8.3) C„= £r„,pCp, » = 0, 1, 2, ••• .
P—0

From the above theorem it follows that if e(x)^E, then the transformation (8.3)

carries the sequence {cp\ into a totally monotone sequence { C„\. In §9 we have

formulated this in such a way as to characterize a class of functions having

positive real part for \x\ <1.

We find, moreover, that if \c„} is any moment sequence, then \Cn\ is

also a moment sequence, so that [H, Cn} is a Hausdorff mean. The set of all

these means forms a regular manifold in the sense of Part I.
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Considered as a transformation on the seriesZc» to the seriesZ^n, (8.3)

defines a regular method of summation, which we call Schur summability and

denote by (S). It turns out that (S) »(M), where (M) is the method of Mers-

man discussed in §7. Thus (S) is equivalent to a Gronwall method.

9. Schur summability. If we pul; f(x) =ZC»(— x)n> F(z) =Z^n( — z)B in the

relation

(9.1) (1/2)(1 - *)/(*) = F(z),        z = 4*/(l - x)2,

write both members as power series in x, and then equate coefficients of like

powers of x, we obtain the relation

(9.2) (- l)"cn = Z (- lMl^^C+^C,
p=0

If (-l)"c„=an, (±y*+1(-l)*CP = Ap, this gives

(— 1)*^4* = tk,0a0 — h,iai + ■ • ■ + (— l)ktk,kak,

tk,p being a certain determinant, namely,

tk,P = J 2P,k—P,

where

Ck+l,l,    Ci+2,0, 0,

Cfc+2,2,     Cfc+3,1,     Cfc+4,0

Jk.O  =   1,   Jk.m  =

0,

o,

1}   {sA+m.m» ^A+m+l,m—It

« = 0, 1, 2,

k = 0, 1, 2,

0 = 0, 1, 2,

0

0

0

Cfc-|-2m_2,0

,   Ci+2m-l.l

*,

k = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • , m = 1, 2, 3, • • • . On subtracting the (m — &)th row from the

(m — &+l)th row in succession for ¿ = 1, 2, 3, • • • , m—\, we readily obtain

(9.3) J k,m  sa J k—\,m "T~ J k+l,m— 1 x   . -^ p,m—1*

P-l

This holds for k^ 1, m — 1, 2, 3, • • • . Hence it follows that

(9.4) /».. = (*+ l)(k + m+ l)-lCk+2m,m,        U l,«-0, 1, 2,   .. .

This holds also for ¿ = 0. In fact, if /(*) = 1 in (9.1), i.e., e0 = l, c„ = 0, w>0,

then

/?(*) = r-»[(l + Z)1/2 - 1] = Z (§)2p+1(/> + l)"lCW- *)*,
p—o

and consequently /„,o = /o,n is given by (9.4) with k = 0. We may now write

down at once the inverse of the transformation (9.2):
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(9.5) Cn = ¿ Tn,pcp,    Tn,p = (k)2n+l(2p + l)(n + p + l)-*C2n,n_p.

p-0

It is desirable to express this as a transformation on the partial sums

Sn=Co+Ci+ • ■ ■ +Cn, sn = ci+c0+ ■ ■ ■ +cn of the series X)C„, XIe»- To d°

this, let Sn=^,p-0bniPsp, n = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • , and it will be seen that

(9.6) ô„lP = bn-i,P + TKlP — T„tP+i,

p = 0, 1, 2, • • • , n, bn-i,n=Tn,n+i = 0. One may then show by mathematical

induction that bn,p=(\)2n+1C2n+2,n-p. We now make the following definition.

Definition. The transformation

n

(9.7) 5» = 2X., sp,    bn,p = (|)2n+1C2n+2lB_p,    n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,
P=o

¿s called the (S)-transformation; and the method of summation which assigns to

the sequence {s„\ the value lim„=co S„ when the latter limit exists, is called (S)-

summability.

From Theorem 8.1 and from the way in which (S)-summability was de-

fined we have this theorem:

Theorem 9.1. Let E denote the class of functions e(x) which are analytic and

have moduli less than or equal to 1 for \x\ < 1, and which are real when x is real.

Then e(x) is in E if and only if (S) transforms the sequence sn = Co+ci+ ■ ■ ■ +cn

defined by [l—e(x)]/[l-\-xe(x)]=^lcn(—x)n into a sequence Sn = Co+Ci

+ • ■ • +Cn, convergent and with limit(9) less than or equal to 1, and such that

{ Cn} is a totally monotone sequence.

A theorem equivalent to Theorem 9.1 is as follows:

Theorem 9.2. Let K denote the class of power series, with real coefficients,

of the form

(9.8) *(*) = | - Dox + Dix2 - Ax* +   • • • ,

convergent and having real part greater than or equal to 0 for \x\ < 1. Then k(x)

is in K if and only if (S) transforms the sequence {l—D„| into a sequence

S„ = Co+Ci-\- ■ ■ ■ +C„ convergent and with limit less than or equal to 1, and

such that \Cn} is a totally monotone sequence.

Proof. Let e(x), k(x) be two power series with real coefficients related by

the equation k(x) = i/2 — xe(x)[l-\-xe(x)]~l. Then it is easily seen that k(x) is

in Kii and only if e(x) is in E. Moreover, if [l — e(x)]/[l+xe(x)] =^,cn(—x)n,

and k(x) is of the form (9.8), then 1—Z)„ = c0+Ci+ • ■ • +c„, « = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ • .

The theorem now follows at once from Theorem 9.1.

(9) The modulus of F(z) is less than or equal to 1 for \z\ <1 if and only if 2^C„gl [ll, p.

181].
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10. The (5)-transformation and moment sequences. By an application of

the work in Part I we shall prove the following theorem.

Theorem 10.1. The (S)-transformation in the form (9.5) transforms any

moment sequence {cn} into another moment sequence { Cn} such that [H, Cn ]

is an essentially regular Hausdorff mean. _

Proof. Let cp=f^upd4>(u), 4>(u)EBV[0, l],p = 0, 1, 2, - • • . Then by (9.5)
we see that

Cn = foßn(u)d<j)(u), n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

where j8„(w) =Z"-o^n.pMP- To prove the theorem it is therefore required to

show that the sequence {ßn{u)} is the basis of a regular manifold.

Let 0^«al. Then e(x) = «=constant is a function in the class E of Theo-

rem 9.1. Also,

00

[1 - e(x)]/[l + xe(x)] = (1 - «)/(l + xu) = (1 - «)£«»(- *)".
p—o

Hence it follows from Theorem 9.1 that the sequence {(1 — u)ßn(u)} is totally

monotone, and consequently {ßn(u)\ is totally monotone if 0^m<1. It is

also totally monotone for u = 1 by reason of continuity. Therefore \ßn(u)} is

a totally monotone basis of a manifold M[ßn(u)].

To show that M[ßn(u)] is regular, we put f(x) = 1/(1 + ux) in (9.1) and

find that the corresponding value of F(z) is

00

(10.1) [(1 - u) + (1 +«)(1 +2)i/2]-'= Z &>(«)(-z)p,     Oá«ál.
p=0

We may write this in the form

dtB{u, Ö
(10.2) [(1 - W) + (l+M)(l+2)i'2]-'=        —

*' o      1 + zt

where B{u, t) is a monotone function of t, 0^/^l, for each u, O^w^l, de-

termined by the equations ßp(u) = fltpdtB{u, t), p = 0, 1, 2, • • • . We see by

inspection that (10.2) tends to 0 as z tends to » through positive real values,

in consequence of which B{u, t) is continuous at / = 0. This in turn implies

that lim„=00 A"|3o(«)=0, Oá«ál. Therefore, by Theorem 2.2, M[ßn(u)] is

regular and the proof of the theorem is complete.

With a view toward finding out other properties of the means in the mani-

fold M[ßn(u)] we obtained B(u, l) explicitly from (10.2), using the Stieltjes

[9, p. 372] inversion formula. The result is

1    r'         1 + «         /I V'2
B(u,t)=—\    -(-1)    ds, 0g«ál, Oáíál.

TT   J0     (1   +«)!-4«s\j /
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By means of a known [4, p. 202] necessary and sufficient condition for a

Hausdorff mean to include (C, n) for integral n, we find that special means in

M[ßn(u)] include (C, 1) but not (C, 2). That this is not always the case can be

seen from the fact that the regular mean [H, 2ßn(\)], which is in the manifold,

does not include (C, 1). In fact, p\,(l) : (w-f-1)-1^ («+1)/4»1/2, and con-

sequently this ratio cannot be the nth member of a moment sequence. Hence

(C, l)(t[H, 20.(1)].
11. The relation of (S)-summability to Gronwall summability. On modify-

ing the notation to facilitate comparison with the work in Part II we find that

(S) -summability is determined by the relation

-      r       ,        1 + (1 - w)1'2 -                              1 - (1 - w)1'2
(11.1)      HuAf{™)Y = —-r-r-—i:UnV>*,    f(w)=—-±-—,

n-0 (1  -  W)-1       „=0 1 + (1  -  w)  '

in the same way that (/, g)-summability is determined by (5.1). This is there-

fore not a Gronwall method inasmuch as the function 1/(1 —w) [l + (l —w)112]

does not satisfy the conditions required by Gronwall for g(w). However, (S) is

equivalent to (M), which we showed to be an (f, g)-method. In fact, if we put

[l + (l-«01/,]£"-otf«w"=Z"-oW,w«, then (11.1) becomes

¿ un[f(w)Y = --— Ê U*w\
„_o (1 — w)   l n=0

which is formally the same as (M)-summability. Now it is easily seen that

lim„=M Un = s if and only if Iim„„M U*=s, and consequently (S)^(M). In

fact, if 1 + (1-w)1'2=¿d„w", then U* = v0Un+viUn-i+ ■ ■ ■ +vnU0, and

since¿lvn converges absolutely andy,fl„ — 1. it follows that lim Un=s implies

lim U*=s, so that (S)C(M). Since ^lUnwn=w-l[l-(i-w)1i2]J^U*w", it

follows similarly that (M)C(S).

Let Sn(s0, si, ■ ■ ■ ) denote the nth (S)-sum of the sequence {s„}, and

Mn(so, si, ■ ■ ■ ) the «th (Af)-sum of the same sequence. Then from (9.7), (7.1)

it follows that 5„(jo, ii, ■ ■ ■ ) =(l/2)M„(s0, si, • • -) + (l/2)Mn(0, s0, Si, ■ ■ ■).

From this and from the fact that (S)^(M) we have this theorem:

Theorem 11.1. If the (S)-limit of the sequence s0, si, s2, ■ ■ ■ is s, then the

(S)-limit of the sequence 0, so, si, ■ ■ ■  is also s.

A number of properties of (S)-summability follow from the general theo-

rems about Gronwall summability: e.g., (V)G(S), (S)(£(V); (S) sums the

geometrical series in the same domain as that in which (V) sums this series;

(S)Z)(C, k) for k> — 1. In the next paragraph we shall prove some of these

things by direct methods.

12. Some properties of (S)-summability. Using the relationships obtained

in §§9-10 we shall prove the following propositions: (a) (S) is regular, (b) (S)

sums the geometrical series ^xn to 1/(1 —x) inside the curve
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(12.1) r = 2 - COS0+ [(1 - cos0)(3 - coso)]1'2,

while (S) does not sum the geometrical series outside or upon this curve; (c)

(V)C{S);(d) (S)(t(V).
Proof of (a). It is required to show that the numbers bn,p of (9.7) satisfy

the regularity conditions:

n

(12.2, i) Z I bn,p | < M for every n, M independent of n;
p-O

n

(12.2, ii) Z ^»,p tends to \ as n tends to oo ;
p-O

(12.2, iii) lim bn,p = 0 for every p.
n= oo

From (9.6) we have Zp-o^n,p = Zp-o^p.o- As n tends to oo this tends to 1

inasmuch as the power series [(1+z)1'2 — l]/z= Zp^o^n,p( — z)p converges

and has the sum 1 when z= —1. This proves (ii). Since the bn,Pz's are all

positive, (i) holds by virtue of (ii). To prove (iii), we use the relation

n n

(12.3) bn,p = ¿_, Tk,p — ¿_i Tk.p+u
k=p k— p+l

which is a consequence of (9.6). As n—»=o, the two sums of positive terms on

the right have finite limits. For iff(x) = (—x)p in (9.1) there results the equa-

tion

/(l + z)1'2 - 1\2»+1        "
(12.4) (--)       = T, Tk,P(-z)"-*;

\ z / k=p

and this series converges for z= — 1, being the Cauchy product of 2¿>-fT ab-

solutely convergent series. Since the value of the function on the left is 1 when

2= —1 it follows thatZ"-p^*.p= 1> 0 = 1. 2, 3, • • • . Therefore, by (12.3) we
see that the last of the regularity conditions is satisfied, and therefore (5) is

regular.

We note for future reference that

00

(12.5) Z Tk,pzk~p = (l/2y»+lF(P + 1/2, p+l,2p + 2;z),
fc=p

where F(a, ß,y;z) is the hypergeometric series.

Proof of (b). On replacing cp by xp in (9.5) we find that in order to show

that the geometrical series Z*p 's (-S)-limitable for a particular value of x,

it is required to prove that the series Zßp(*) is convergent, where ßn(x)

=Zp-o^».p:*:P- Using the recursion formula (9.3) one may show that these

polynomials satisfy the relation.
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(12.6) ßp(x) = w[/3p-i(*) - (1 + aO^ÏViCO)], w = (1 + *)2/4*, ßo(x) = 1/2,

and consequently

ßn(x) = (l/2)w" - w(í + x)-\T0,awn-x + Tuown~2 -\-+r»_i,oW+ZV-i,o).

Now the last quantity in parentheses is the coefficient of ¿"_l in the power

series in / for the function [l — (1— t)ll2]/t(l — wt), which is convergent for

t = 1 provided \w\ <1. It follows that if \w\ <1,

Zä.(*) = (1/2)(1 - ™)~l - w(l - w)-»(l + x)-1 = 1/(1 - *).

On the other hand, if | w\ ^ 1, | l+x| S:2, we have

ßn(x) = w»[l/2 - (1 + *)-1(r0,o + Ti.ow-1 + • • •  + Tn-i.oW1-")].

Inasmuch as the series y,„°Lo?VoW~p converges and has a sum numerically

less than or equal to 1 it follows that

| ßn(x) | ^ 1/2 - | (1 + x)-11,        .|v|2 1. |l + *|fc2.

NowZßn(l) evidently diverges, being the series for (1/2) (l+z)-1'2 evaluated

at z= —1. In any other case where \w\ ^ 1, | l+x\ a: 2 we have | jS„(x) | 2:d>0,

where d is a constant independent of n, and hence Zß«(x) diverges. Since the

curve \w\ =1, | l+x\ ^2 is given in polar form by (12.1), and since the in-

terior of this curve corresponds to \w\ <1 and the exterior to \w\ >1, the

proof of (b) is now complete.

Proof of (c). The wth (F)-sum of the sequence {sn} is given by

" (nl)2(2p + 1)
(12.7) Fn=Z

~0 (n- p)\{n + p + 1)!  "'

On eliminating so, si, ■ ■ ■ , sn between (12.7) and (9.7) we obtain a relation

of the form Sn=22p-oen,PVp, where

(l)2"+1C2„+2,n-p  =   T,en.k-
trP  ' (k - p)i(k + p + i)!

We shall prove that

(2*)!
(12.8) en,p = (i)2"+1vJTrC2n-2p+i.n-p.

(¿02

To do this it will suffice to verify the identity

n

C2n+2,n-ifc   =   (2k +   1) Z  (20  +   l)-1C2î(+l,p_i:C2„_2p+l,n-p.
P~k

The quantity on the right may be identified as the coefficient of xn~k in the
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product F(3/2, 1, 2; 4x)F(k + í/2, k + 1, 2Jfe + 2; 4x), while the left member is
the coefficient of xn~k in F(k + 3/2, k + 2, 2k + 3; 4x). Thus we must establish

the power series identity

F(k + 3/2, k + 2, 2k + 3; z) = F(3/2, 1, 2; z) -F(k + 1/2, k + 1, 2k + 2; z).

Since DzF(k +1/2, k + l, 2/fe + 2; z) = (l/4)(2/fe + l)^(/fe + 3/2, k + 2, 2k + 3; z),
the relation to be established reduces to

F(k + 1/2, k + 1, 2k + 2
1   -   (1   -  2)l/2\2*+l/    1 - (1 - zW

which is an identity by (12.4), (12.5).

In order to show that (V)d(S), we must show that the regularity condi-

tions (12.2) are satisfied by the numbers e„lP. Condition (iii) is clearly satis-

fied; and (i) will follow from (ii). We have

n n

/ . ßn,P   =   (2)   "      2—1 t-2n—2P+l,n—PC2p,p.

p=0 p=0

This is seen to be the coefficient of xn2~2n~l in the power series in x for the

function 2[l — (1— 4x)1/2]/4x(l — 4x). Hence it is required to show that the co-

efficient of x™ in the power series in x for the function (1 —x)_1 [l — (1 —x)1/2]/x

has the limit 1 for «=00. But if this coefficient is denoted by dn, we have

(12.9) dn = v0qn + z>i?„-i + • • • + vnqo,

where qo = qi= • • • =1, and [l — (1 — x)1,2]/x=2^2v„xn. Since 2^v« converges

absolutely and 22^„=1, it follows that (12.9) constitutes a regular trans-

formation of the sequence {qn\ into the sequence \dn\. Hence, inasmuch

as qn= 1 it follows that lim d„ = 1, as was to be proved. We have completed

the proof that (V)C(S).
Proof of (d). To show that (S)Ct(F) we shall show that there is at least

one sequence which is summable (S) but which is not summable (V). For that

purpose it will suffice to show that if we put Vp=( — l)p in the relation

Sn=2~2v=oe",pVp of the preceding proof, then lim S„ exists and is finite. We

find that

4-i(l _ fl)-U*[(\ - 01/2 + 1] = So + SJ + S2t2 + ■ ■ ■ ,

where S„ =£;_„(- l)"en,p. Thus if (1 -/)"2+1 =ZMp. 4^(1 -¿2)~I/2 = Z<Zp<p.
then S„ = v0qn-\-Viqn^i+ ■ ■ ■ +vnqo- This is a regular transformation of the se-

quence {q„\ into the sequence {•$„}. Hence, inasmuch as lim qn = 0, it follows

that lim 5„ = 0. This establishes (d).
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